Saturday, May 30, 2009
Acorn Ride

Over 30 Wheel Easy members and their families joined hundreds of others on the 100km
Acorn ride. It was a hot sunny day and perfect conditions, and once again superbly
organised by Louise and her committee.
Well done to several members who this time last year completed the 0-30 and yesterday
comfortably cycled 60 miles. Max commented that the drinks stops seemed to be getting
closer together, a sure sign of his fitness! Gia
Hello I just felt moved to do a quick ride report from the back of the pack on the Acorn Ride
last Saturday. This is quite a late report, as I have only just got energy back into my fingers,
and am only now able to drag myself from my hammock and the sun to the computer. We
arrived on time 7.31 exactly, but appeared to be very late, and quite unable to find a spot to
park our small very out of place car amongst the array of black four by fours, mercs and
bms. Looking around we realised that there were a large number of very skinny bikes,
matched by some very skinny leathery men with small Lycra bottoms. Thankfully we saw
Gaye struggling to get her bike assembled, in a slightly less than professional manner and
we felt much better.
As we searched for the registration area, we noticed a blur of blue and yellow and a friendly
greeting from a far too lively Malcolm and Gia, Yvonne and Martin, who had obviously been
up hours cycling round North Yorkshire before they had arrived. Slowly eyes focusing I
realised that Wheel Easy were all there gathering for the customary photo.
The photographer arranged us artistically, took two photos and I felt this was the moment
to start, as I might need every spare seconds advantage to get home before it was dark.
Had Sue D brought her pyjamas again? No she had brought her husband who was already
speeding to Sherriff Hutton, as we headed for Boroughbridge, which amazingly was

surprisingly near. It was great to be cycling with Gaye again, bringing back memories of the
attack Filey last year. So carried away was I with getting to Boroughbridge I sped on by
myself those in front speeding far more quickly and those near me getting lost. Having had
my first wee stop in a deserted hedge, I decided to ignore the first water stop and head for
the bananas.
Thankfully reunited with the Wheel Easy peloton at the banana stop I realised that there
was only one more stop and then we could have lunch, which was the high spot of my day.
Skipton Lynda's boy kept overtaking saying his mum was following. We met a person Gaye
had overtaken and Paul T apparently overtook us whilst doing roadside repairs. I think
approximately 400 people overtook me during the morning including Max about four times.
Were all these people doing loops around us? The hill before lunch loomed and we tackled it
with ease (because it was not half as bad as Hartwith Moor that Gia had coaxed us up the
previous week, and lunch was very near).
The lunch was excellent, there was a super holiday atmosphere, blazing sun, outside chairs
and tables full of Wheel Easy persons, a chance to catch up with people much faster than
myself - that is everyone, and the most delicious choice of sandwiches, chocolate bars,
crisps and lovely, lovely fresh fruit (extremely thoughtful).
However there was still thirty five miles or so to do, and despite reaching the lunch spot for
a very early lunch, it was extremely hard to leave, but leave we did, eventually, having
made two false exits in the wrong direction. Sue D was obviously trying to beat George D's
record of three hours, and sped off in a cloud of dust, as did Max in pursuit of Stuart who in
fact had popped to the gents, and not started the second half as expected. The next few
hours cycled by in a blur of people overtaking in more tight small bottomed Lycra on wire
bikes.
For a couple of minutes we kept Gia, Malcolm and Paul T in our sights, and we kept seeing
signs to Boroughbridge, making us feel we were nearly back to the final reward of Women's
Institute cakes. This was misleading as there were several bike changes from Skipton Lynda
and son, several hundred more people to overtake us and several water, sun lotion and wee
stops (including one at Martin cum Grafton, where the village hall was very up market), to
pass before the homeward stretch.
Eventually we were verging on hysteria, at our achievement and the proximity of the cakes.
A very tactful lady at Staveley kindly pointed out that there were hundreds of people behind
us, how encouraging! The jolly marshals of Bishop Monkton welcomed us back and I for one
dived on a delightful piece of squishy chocolate cake, a welcome accompaniment to
watching the relief of Sarah, Sue T, Paul B and his baby (30 plus daughter) as they reached
the end dragged along in our slipstream. Caroline.
Vive Wheel Easy! We've had photos of Wheel Easy in Canada and Scotland, now it's WE!
'sur la Continent'. The third photo shows Geraldine flying the flag, or certainly proudly
sporting the jersey, on her and Joe's recent cycling holiday in Belgium.
Meanwhile Eric is currently cycling 1000 miles over the St. Gotthard Pass and along the
length of the Rhine to raise money for Neema Crafts.

